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APPENDIX B  

Seismic Attributes 

RMS (root mean square) amplitude 

RMS is an attribute that computes the sum of the squared amplitude divided by the 

number of samples within the specified time window used. This serves as measure 

reflectivity and as a direct hydrocarbon indicator within a zone of interest (Chopra and 

Marfurt, 2008). The RMS proves particularly useful when values run through the 

positive and negative domain like in sinusoids or seismic traces. The RMS attribute thus 

emphasizes the variations in acoustic impedance over a selected time window (Brown, 

2011). Generally the higher the acoustic impedance variation of stacked lithologies 

(with bed thicknesses above the seismic resolution) the higher the RMS values will be. 

For example, a high RMS in a channel results from either a high acoustic impedance 

contrast of channel fill with the surrounding lithology or acoustic impedance contrasts 

within the infill. The root mean square attribute calculations are incorporated in Petrel 

but generally uses the attached formula expressed as: 
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Where amp = amplitude, n = number of samples, iw  is the weight of each amplitude 

value  

Spectral Decomposition (SD) 

Spectral decomposition is an approach of decomposing the seismic signatures into its 

spectral components within a time window of interpreted horizon of interest which can 

be utilized for understanding the minor subtle faults and channel features (Partyka et al., 

1999). SD involves converting seismic data into discrete frequency volumes using 

mathematical algorithm like Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The output known as a 

tuning cube is analysed for frequencies that represents the most significant geological 

features (Brown, 2011). In this study, 10, 20 and 30Hz frequencies were taken for 

generating the iso-frequency volume and horizon slices were generated for the above 

three frequency and slices were RGB (red green blue) blended. 
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RGB blending is an effective use of colour that has become a well-established 

visualization method for seismic attributes. In a composite RGB display, each input 

attribute volume is mapped individually to the red, green and blue monochromatic 

components of the RGB space (Ujjal Kr et al., 2013). The intensity of each primary 

colour represents the intensity of the attribute in that channel. The information within 

the attributes are mixed by the computer display to produce a detailed and intuitive 

visualization of geologic features. 

Spectral decomposition constitutes a 4 stage workflow: 

1- Use Graphic Equalizer attribute to estimate frequency content 

2- Use Frequency Filter to extract frequency volumes 

3- Convert the frequency volumes to amplitude 

4- Apply geobody interpretation process to combine the 3 iso-frequency volumes 

and display with RGB colour scheme. 

                

 

                Appendix 2-1: Spectral decomposition workflow. 
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Sweetness 

Sweetness is a seismic attribute used for identifying sands and sandstones, particularly 

in clastic succession. It is derived by a combination of instantaneous frequency and 

reflection strength (Ujjal Kr et al., 2013). Mathematically sweetness is derived by 

dividing reflection strength (also known as instantaneous amplitude or amplitude 

envelope) by the square root of instantaneous frequency (Hart, 2008).  

Sweetness = Reflection Strength/ (Instantaneous Frequency)1/2  

Reflection strength is amplitude independent of phase, it is always positive and has the 

same range of values as amplitude from which it is derived. Instantaneous frequency is 

the rate of change of phase, has unit of hertz and its related to both the bandwidth of the 

seismic data and bed thickness (Hart, 2008). Seismic volume characterized by both high 

amplitude and low frequency will have high sweetness and vice versa for low 

sweetness. Shale rich intervals tends to be characterized by low amplitude (low acoustic 

impedance contrasts) and relatively closely spaced reflections (high frequency), whereas 

pockets of sand intervals, such as channels and lobes encased in shales would 

correspond to high amplitude (high acoustic impedance contrast with the shales) and 

low frequencies (broad reflections)(Taner and Sheriff, 1977). Sweetness is at its best 

when the magnitude of acoustic impedance contrast between sands and shales is high. 

When the magnitude of acoustic impedance is small, reflection strength is small, so also 

would sweetness as illustrated in the figure below. 
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Appendix B-2: Surface showing sweetness (vertical axis) as a function of reflection 

strength and instantaneous frequency (after Hart, 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


